
FiFa(Fo)Fum 
Goals: introduce madrichim to chanichim, have fun on first night, start to work together as tzrif 
Materials: 4 chairs, lists of facts from madrichim, signs for chairs 
Directions: have three chairs set up in front of room, after madrichim sit in them, apply labels so they don’t 
know which on they are in 
 
Intro 
Mad 1: Welcome to Solelim 2018! We are so excited for you to all be here and to begin this machzor with us.  
Mad 2: Tonight we’ll be playing FiFaFum. Madrichim from each tzrif will sit and we will read facts that apply to 
them. It is your job to guess who each fact is about. You will guess by saying FiFaFum according to the chair 
they are sitting in. The madrichim will not know which one they are and then will have to guess based on your 
answers what chair they are in. We will start with Tzrif 15.  
 
15- Noa, Smond, Sophie will sit in chairs up front, then we will label them.  
Facts to read: 

1. I am distantly related to Hillary Clinton (Sophie) 
2. I almost had my finger bitten off by a horse (Smond) 
3. (Noa) 

17- Hadar, Arielle, and Adi 
1. I am almost blind in one eye (Adi) 
2. I love playing board games with my family (Hadar) 
3. I live in Florida (Arielle) 

36- Roi and Zack also Ianne 
1. I’ve spent more than a year of my life here in total (Ianne) 
2. I can make my tongue weirdly large (Roi) 
3. (Zack) 

37- Naftaly and Josh also Risa 
1. I took a class where the assignment was to binge watch Game of Thrones (Josh) 
2. I was born in Chicago (Risa) 
3. I have had five broken bones (Naftaly) 

EXTRA ROUNDS IF TIME ALLOWS 
1. Josh, Adi, Zack, Ianne 

a.  (Josh) 
b. (Adi) 
c. I was born in Arizona (Ianne) 
d. (Zack) 

2. Hadar, Smond, Naftaly, Risa 
a. I was Rosh Judge for Yom Sport 2016 (Hadar) 
b. I have the monopoly board memorized (Risa) 
c. I am studying abroad in Paris in the fall (Smond) 
d. (Naftaly) 

3. Zack, Sophie, Arielle, Noa 
a. (Zack) 
b. I have 532 followers on Instagram (Sophie) 
c. I am an artist (Arielle) 
d. (Noa) 

 


